CCE COORDINATION BULLETIN

BULLETIN NUMBER 2018-1

Information for TPV Cover Page for online RPSCQC and Process Certificates

The following guidance shall be used by the CCE when performing TPV evaluations. This guidance is effective immediately upon receipt and shall be used until revoked or included in an up-date of the TPV Manual. This guidance is to improve the usefulness of the certificates issued under the Replacement Parts and System Components Qualification program (RPSCQC) and the 3-A Process Certification program.

Replacement Parts and System Components Qualification program (RPSCQC)

Below is a copy of a currently issued certificate.

This Is To Acknowledge That
(Company Name)
(Company Address)
Has successfully met the requirements of the Replacement Parts and System Component Qualification Certificate program for:
Type of Part(s): 3-A RPSCQC for (00-00) General Requirements
Model Designations: Manual Cleaning Models: HSDSxxxxxxSS, HSDHxxxxxxSS

You will note that the certificate doesn’t tell the reader what the part or system component is or how it relates to the covering standard. Also, designating the method of cleaning is inappropriate for this type of certificate. The method of cleaning is dependent upon the equipment or process into which this particular part or component is installed. For example, for a replacement impeller for a pump will be cleaned by the method dictated by the particular model and style of pump where the part is used; or, a system component will be cleaned in the same manner that the parent system is cleaned.

The correct presentation of information for this sample certificate is as shown below.

This Is To Acknowledge That
(Company Name)
(Company Address)
Has successfully met the requirements of the Replacement Parts and System Component Qualification Certificate program for:
Wall Mounted Control Cabinets
Models: HSDSxxxxxxSS, HSDHxxxxxxSS
Applicable standard(s): 3-A Sanitary Standard for General Requirements, 00-01
All TPV cover pages shall include a clear description of the part or system component as well as the model numbers and associated standards of the approved items.

3-A Process Certification program

The revised form will provide for the check boxes to indicate the methods of cleaning. Be sure to indicate the appropriate method so that it is transferred to the covering certificate.

In the cover page location for the “Process:” provide a clear description of the process being evaluated and approved so that the user of the certificate and the web site listing is useful to the users of the certificate. The descriptions are to be clear and straight forward; for example,

“Culinary steam system”

“Sanitary air system for pipeline drying”

“Skid mounted CIP system and controls”